The sampling rate of the sensors in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) determines the rate of its energy consumption since most of the energy is used in sampling and transmission. To save the energy in WSNs and thus prolong the network lifetime, we present a novel approach based on the compressive sensing (CS) framework to monitor 1-D environmental information in WSNs. The proposed technique is based on CS theory to minimize the number of samples taken by sensor nodes. An innovative feature of our approach is a new random sampling scheme that considers the causality of sampling, hardware limitations and the trade-off between the randomization scheme and computational complexity. In addition, a sampling rate indicator (SRI) feedback scheme is proposed to enable the sensor to adjust its sampling rate to maintain an acceptable reconstruction performance while minimizing the number of samples. A significant reduction in the number of samples required to achieve acceptable reconstruction error is demonstrated using real data gathered by a WSN located in the Hessle Anchorage of the Humber Bridge.
INTRUDUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) provide a flexible way to detect spatial information through a large number of sensor nodes. There are three main challenges in WSNs, i.e., lifetime, computational ability and bandwidth constraints. The first two challenges are due to size and cost limitations, as most applications require the use of small and inexpensive sensor nodes, while the third challenge results from the physical characteristic of the wireless channel. Although the sensor nodes have limited computational capability and energy, the fusion center (FC) (or any back-end processor) usually has a comparatively high computational capability [1] . The asymmetrical structure of WSNs motivates us to exploit compressive sensing (CS) related techniques and to incorporate those techniques into a WSN system for data acquisition.
CS, also called compressed sensing or Sub-Nyquist sampling [2] - [5] , has a surprising property that one can recover sparse signals from far fewer samples than is predicted by the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem. It has been applied to medical imaging [6] , [7] and compressive radar [8] - [10] . CS directly acquires the compressed signal while sampling, and so no explicit compression process is required. Samples made via CS contain a little redundancy in the information level, and the sampling process accomplishes two functions, i.e., detection and compression. CS trades-off an increase in the computational complexity of post-processing against the convenience of a smaller quantity of data acquisition and lower demands on the computational capability of the sensor node. A brief description of the reconstruction process is presented in Section 2.
The traditional approach to measure 1-D environmental information, e.g., temperature, is to uniformly sample and then report data to a FC. The sampling period could range from milliseconds to minutes depending upon the particular application. Actually, such signals are generally compressible by transforming to some suitable basis, e.g., a Fourier basis or wavelet basis. The traditional sampling approach is not energy efficient since the transmitted raw data contains a large amount of redundant information.
An alternative method [11] is compressing and then transmitting. Although power consumption of the transmission is reduced in this way, the energy consumed in sampling is not changed and the compression process requires additional energy and makes computational demands of the sensor nodes. Furthermore, this approach is not suitable for real-time applications owing to the latency in gathering the data and the computation required to execute the compression algorithm at the sensor node.
In this paper, a novel approach is developed to reduce the energy consumption of sensor nodes in monitoring 1-D environmental information. The proposed technique is based on CS framework motivated by the asymmetrical structure of WSNs. Compared with the other two approaches mentioned previously, CS overcomes all the disadvantages with no penalty at the sensor, although the FC has to make a significant effort for signal recovery. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
Firstly, we propose a practical random sampling generator considering the causality of sampling and hardware limitations, where the parameters of the generator can be adjusted to trade-off the randomness of sampling against fast reconstruction. We derive the closed-form expression of the expected value of the sampling interval in terms of the parameters of this random generator. Secondly, the proposed approach does not need any prior knowledge about the monitored signal to determine a suitable sampling rate, and sensors are able to adjust their sampling rates to make the reconstruction reliable for signals with time-varying sparsity levels. The details of the proposed approach are described in Section 3. Note that part of the work we present in this paper has appeared in a different form in our earlier conference publication [12] .
Our objective is to provide an energy efficient methodology to enable practical low-cost, reliable WSNbased systems for monitoring 1-D environmental information. In Section 4, we use real data gathered by a WSN located in the Hessle Anchorage of the Humber Bridge [13] to evaluate the proposed approach.
Simulations show that under a specified level of reconstruction error, the number of samples and hence the energy required owing to both data acquisition and transmission can be significantly reduced by using the proposed approach.
COMPRESSIVE SENSING OVERVIEW
According to the Shannon sampling theorem, the sampling rate should be no less than twice the maximum frequency present in the signal. Actually, this minimum sampling rate is a worst case bound. Most natural signals can be transformed to another space, where a small number of the coefficients represent most of the power of the signals, e.g., audio signals can be transformed into the frequency domain, images can be represented by a discrete cosine transform (DCT) or transformed into the wavelet domain.
CS is an alternative sampling theory, which asserts that certain signals can be recovered from far fewer samples than Shannon sampling uses. The idea of CS is that a signal f ∈ R N can be recovered from a small set of M (M ≪ N) non-adaptive, linear measurements y ∈ R M if the signal can be represented as a sparse objective x ∈ R N in some orthonormal basis Ψ ∈ R N×N . The sampled signal via CS can be presented as
where Φ ∈ R M×N represents a sensing matrix and z is an unknown noise term.
The success of CS relies on two objective conditions, i.e., sparsity and incoherence. Sparsity makes it possible to abstract the signal with less samples than the Shannon sampling theory requires. We say the signal f is S sparse if x ∈ R N has only S nonzero elements. CS can also be used to approximately reconstruct a nearly sparse signal with power-law distributions, i.e., the ith largest entry of the transformed representation satisfies
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ N , where C 0 is a constant and p ≥ 1. In addition, incoherence between the sensing matrix Φ and the transform system Ψ is also of crucial importance for CS. Random matrices are largely incoherent with any fixed basis [4] , which makes CS a general strategy for sampling.
To check whether a specific sensing matrix is qualified for recovering a sparse signal, the usual criterion employed is the restricted isometry property (RIP). Formally, a matrix A of size M × N is said to satisfy the RIP of order S with a restricted isometry constant (RIC) δ S ∈ (0, 1) being the smallest number such
holds for all x with ∥x∥ 0 ≤ S, where ∥x∥ 0 denotes the number of non-zero elements in x, and we define the ℓ p norm of the vector x as ∥x∥
It has been established that the RIP provides a sufficient condition for exact or near exact recovery of a sparse signal via ℓ 1 minimization. Various conditions on the RIC are derived in [14] - [17] .
For a given sensing matrix, it is NP-hard to find out if it satisfies the RIP with a specific RIC δ S [3] .
However, it has been established that a random M × N matrix, whose entries are i.i.d. realizations of certain zero-mean random variables with variance 1 M , satisfies the RIP with a high probability when M ≥ const · S log N S [18] . Thus, O(S log N S ) random linear measurements are enough to reliably recover a signal where the number of nonzero coefficients is no more than S.
Since it is a linear program (LP) [3] , ℓ 1 minimization is widely used for CS signal reconstruction, while ℓ 0 minimization is computationally intractable. One form of reconstruction using the ℓ 1 minimization is known as basis pursuit de-noise (BPDN) [19] , which can be written as
where ϵ is an estimate of the noise level. In [14] , Candès shows that CS is robust to the effect of noise since the solution x * of (4) obeys
where
, x S is an approximation of x with all but the S-largest entries set to zero, and δ 2S is the RIC of matrix ΦΨ.
Another form of reconstruction in the presence of noise is known as the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [20] , which instead minimizes the energy of detection error with an ℓ 1 constraint:
where η ≥ 0. Both BPDN and LASSO can be written as an unconstrained optimization problem for some τ ≥ 0 for any η ≥ 0 and ϵ ≥ 0: and Wright proposed a gradient projection (GPSR) approach with one level of iteration [23] , while the IP approaches in [19] , [21] have two iteration levels and ℓ 1 -magic [22] has three iteration levels. The second class of convex optimization approaches to solve the unconstrained optimization problem (7) use the homotopy method [24] - [26] . The homotopy method has a property that the number of iterations is equal to the number of nonzero coefficients of the signal. Thus, it is much faster in applications having a small number of nonzero components. However, the homotopy method is impractical in high-dimentional problems that contain a large number of nonzero coefficients. The second category of CS recovery algorithms are greedy methods that are not based on optimization. This category includes a number of algorithms such as matching pursuit (MP) [27] , Orthogonal Matching Pursuits (OMP) [28] , Stagewise
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (StOMP) [29] , regularized orthogonal matching pursuit (ROMP) [30] , compressive sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP) [31] and Subspace Matching Pursuit [32] . The idea of these algorithms is to iteratively compute part of the support, i.e., the non-zero elements of the sparse signal, and to recover the sparse signal using the sensing matrix with columns corresponding to the support.
The major advantages of this method are speed and ease of implementation.
However, it is almost impossible to determine the minimum number of measurements beforehand to guarantee a successful reconstruction with a particular algorithm. For one thing, one cannot acquire the exact number of nonzero elements, or the sparsity level of the sparse representation without the signal in hand. Although one could use empirical knowledge of the sparsity level in some particular applications in order to decide upon the number of measurements required, the reconstruction will fail when the sparsity level is time-varying, not to mention the situation where the empirical knowledge is incorrect.
Also, even if one knows the sparsity level, it is still impossible to identify the minimum number M of random measurements needed. In fig 1, we illustrate the distribution of the minimum number M of measurements for random Gaussian sensing matrices in a zero-noise scenario, where the sparse signal (N = 200) contains S = 10 randomly placed ±1 spikes. We use the ℓ 1 −magic reconstruction algorithm [22] for (4) with over 1000 experimental trials. As is readily apparent in the figure, the minimum number of measurements has a high variance for a given sparse signal. Therefore, for practical applications, it is crucial to have the capability to estimate the reconstruction performance and adaptively adjust the sampling rates in order to maintain an acceptable reconstruction performance.
THE PROPOSED COMPRESSIVE SENSING APPROACH
In this section, we present a novel CS approach for a WSN to monitor 1-D environmental information.
In our CS setting, we assume no knowledge about the sparsity level of the signal and the sparsity level could be time-varying. The proposed approach includes three main process, i.e., random sampling at the sensor, CS reconstruction at the FC and sampling rate indicator (SRI) feedback from the FC to sensors.
Causal Random Sampling
The technique to be used here is known as random sampling, which was successfully applied in [33] , [34] . Sampling at uniformly distributed random time points satisfies the RIP when the sparse basis Ψ is orthogonal [35] . 
However, randomized sampling cannot be applied directly to a real WSN since two sampling times may be too close to be handled by the hardware. To overcome this, Dang, et al. generate random indexes in a short time period and scale them to a larger time scale [34] . To increase the sampling time randomness, they embed a normally distributed time jitter to the result. The sampling time t ∈ R M×1 in [34] can be expressed by the following equation:
where α is the down sampling factor, N is the maximum number of samples limited by the hardware, M the number of samples we actually take, β is scaling factor of the jitter, ω is a positive number, function randsample( Another simpler approach to solve this issue is to use the additive random sampling process [36] . In this case, the sampling time is
where the constant r determines the speed of convergence. The authors of [36] use r = 0.25 in their implementation and force α i to be larger than the analogue to digital conversion (ADC) sampling latency.
These two methods allow sampling at arbitrary times that is suitable for the hardware. Thus, the minimum interval could be one time unit, which leads to a high resolution and puts the burden onto the FC. For some application, e.g., environmental temperature monitoring, one often does not need a very high resolution. To trade-off the randomness of sampling against faster computation, the sampling intervals could be several multiples of a given time unit. Let ε denote the minimum sampling interval that the hardware can use and µ be a fixed positive integer. A large value of µ trades-off randomization for the convenience of the FC. We suggest a simpler approach for sampling that can be written as follows
where ρ > 1, γ i is an i.i.d. random variable with the distribution U(0, 1) and function ⌈c⌉ gives the smallest integer no less than c. The average sampling rate is equal to the multiplicative inverse of the expected value of the sampling interval t i+1 − t i , which can be written as
We note that AVE is a monotonically increasing function of ρ. With any given value of ρ, one can calculate the average sampling rate using (11) . Inversely, for a given sampling rate, one can find the value of ρ by using a look-up The sensor is notified of the value of ρ by the FC using a procedure that we will describe later in Section 3.3.
CS On-line Reconstruction
CS algorithms can recover an off-line signal that has a sparse representation having relatively few samples.
Employing the same approach to deal with an on-line signal such as the instantaneous temperature of the environment, the FC starts each reconstruction when enough new samples are gathered. Thus, the latency of this approach is the time taken to gather the data. However, many applications of interest for sensor networks require timely feedback based on the latest information concerning the environment.
The off-line approach that has a long response delay is not suitable for these applications.
Ideally, for an on-line application, the FC should make the reconstruction and report the update when it receives each new sample. The response delay of this ideal method is given by the random sampling interval. To reconstruct a signal within a very short sampling interval, the FC must have the power of a super computer even using up to date reconstruction algorithms. To trade-off the response delay for lower computational requirements, one possibility is to perform a reconstruction after receiving several new samples. Both the new samples and a number of prior samples are then used to recover the signal.
The period of reconstruction should be chosen to be less than the required delay sensitivity of the specific application, and longer than the time that one reconstruction process consumes.
SRI Feedback
We define SRI = ρ, where the expected sampling rate is equal to 2ρ ⌈ρ⌉(2ρ−⌈ρ⌉+1)µε according to (11) . As we discussed previously, one could use ρ =
2N
M − 1 to make the average sampling interval approximate to N M or look it up in a table for a precise value. The sensor does not require prior information about the sparsity level of the signal to determine the value of SRI. The SRI feedback enables the sensor to adjust its sampling rate to keep the reconstruction quality within an acceptable range.
This SRI feedback scheme is illustrated in fig 3. At the beginning, the sensor sends its pseudo-random generator seed to the FC. Then it samples the unknown signal at its highest rate and sends the samples to the FC until the SRI feedback is received. The FC calculates the sparsity level of the received samples.
If a sparse representation is found, the FC use a decreased number of samples for reconstruction until the reconstruction quality indicator (RQI) falls into a desired specified range. Then the FC will send the SRI back to the sensor to let it adjust its sampling rate. When the RQI goes out of the range, the sensor will be notified to increase or decrease its random sampling rate via the SRI until the RQI again becomes acceptable. This scheme enables the sensor to sample any 1-D environmental signal blindly and then adaptively adjust its sampling rate when unanticipated changes of the sparsity level of the monitored signal occur.
However, how can we compute the reconstruction quality directly without explicitly knowing the whole signal? What we propose is to use L additional reserved samples to evaluate the reconstruction performance. The use of these additional samples can be viewed in a similar way to that of pilot symbols in a communication system. The recovered signal is compared with the reserved samples to determine the SRI. The FC compares the reserved data with the corresponding reconstructed data for calculating the RQI, which is defined as
where J is the index set of the reserved samples,f J ∈ R L is the truncated reconstructed signal corresponding to the reserved samples, and y J ∈ R L is the vector of reserved samples. If the RQI is below the acceptable reconstruction quality, the FC will send an SRI message to make sensor increase its sampling rate. Conversely, if the RQI is above the upper threshold, the sensor will be notified to decrease the sampling rate to reduce energy consumption.
The number of reserved measurements depends upon the desired accuracy of estimation ζ and the confidence level ν in the prediction and the bound is given as follows:
Theorem 1 [37] : Fix an accuracy parameter ζ ∈ (0, 
with probability exceeding 1 − ν.
Remark: This bound is derived in terms of a sensing matrix of either Gaussian or Bernoulli type using the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma [38] . For a specified confidence ν, the accuracy could be written as a function ζ(J) of the number of measurements for validation, where C = 1 upper bounds the optimal constant for the sensing matrix of those two types [37] . In [39] , the estimation accuracy is evaluated in the case of a sensing matrix with i.i.d. Gaussian entries.
For random sampling of 1-D signals, one may consider the sensing matrix as a short-time Fourier transform, a curvelet transform, a wavelet transform and so on. In this paper, we take a truncated Fourier matrix as an example. We define the RQI scaling factor as
which represents the accuracy of using reserved measurements to predict the reconstruction performance. Although the reconstructed signal would be accurate enough even without using the reserved samples, one can have a more accurate result by using all of the samples for reconstruction. In this way, there is no waste of samples, even if one keeps a small portion of them for validating the earlier reconstruction.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we provide an example to show the performance of the proposed CS approach described in the previous section. All the data we use were gathered by the wireless environmental sensor network In our evaluation, each sampling time is derived from equation (10) . We use the interior point algorithm in ℓ 1 -magic [22] for solving (4) with ϵ = 10 −3 . Fig 7 shows the first segment of original temperature signal, which has 2000 samples and is then randomly sampled at different rates. In this example, 90% of the samples are used for CS reconstruction, while the remaining 10% samples are reserved for evaluation of the reconstruction quality. We compute the RQI at different sampling rates and average it over 100 independent trials, giving the results shown in fig 8. We notice that the RQI decreases as the sampling rate is increased, i.e., the reconstruction quality is better at higher rates. However, we also notice that the RQI trend has a floor effect owing to the sampling noise in the samples reserved for comparison, which cannot be computed or estimated.
For a given RQI requirement, the FC will notify the sensor of the SRI, which can later be changed if a different reconstruction performance is needed. In this example, we require that the RQI is less than 4 × 10 −7 and higher than 1 × 10 −7 . According to fig 8, the system could be sampled adequately using only 10% of the original samples by CS. For the second segment of the temperature signal, the sensor reduces its random sampling rate to one fourth of its prior rate, i.e., 500 samples out of 2000 original samples, where 90% are used for reconstruction and the other 10% are reserved for calculating the RQI. The coefficients are sorted in the order of magnitude for enhanced visibility. We note that the original temperature coefficients are nearly sparse and that the large coefficients are retained in the CS approach.
For this example, we do not present more results for the remaining temperature data owing to their similarity to those already shown. We point out that for some scenarios, the sparsity level of the signal may vary very little in time, consequently the FC only need to send the SRI occasionally when its value moves out of the acceptable range.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the proposed approach exploits the compressibility of the signal to reduce the number of samples required to recover the sampled signal at the fusion center (FC) and so reduce the energy consumption of the sensors in both sampling and transmission. We show this approach can reduce to a quarter the number of samples required to be taken in the WSN located in the Hessle Anchorage of the Humber Bridge. Consequently, the energy required for sampling and transmission can be reduced to a quarter of its original value. Although these performance results are specific to this WSN and application, the insight from these results can be applied more generally.
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